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The Solaris™ 10
Operating System
Delivering Relentless Availability, Optimal Utilization,
Extreme Performance, and Unparalleled Security

Key feature highlights
The Solaris™ 10 OS runs on a broad range of
SPARC® and x86-based systems, including
the new AMD Opteron processor; compatibility with existing applications is guaranteed. This combination provides Solaris
users with the best range of choices and
investment protection in the industry.
Available on all systems supported by the
Solaris 10 OS, Solaris Containers (formerly
N1™ Grid Containers) enable as much as a
4X increase in system utilization by making
it possible to efﬁciently and securely support
thousands of applications per system with
no performance hit.
Predictive Self-Healing technologies provide
new levels of application availability:
• Solaris Fault Manager proactively handles
system problems — before they can
cause downtime.
• Solaris Service Manager manages application software running on the system,
monitoring applications and restarting
entire application trees if necessary.
Solaris ZFS (zettabyte ﬁle system) provides
simpliﬁed ﬁle system management, selfhealing data, and 16 billion billion times the
capacity of current solutions.
Process Rights Management enables
precise control of system privileges, signiﬁcantly reducing exposure to system intrusion
and limiting unauthorized access to administrative functions, sensitive data, and
other critical system elements.
DTrace provides “always-on” rapid evaluation
and resolution of system problems and bottlenecks, reducing downtime and yielding
dramatic performance improvements.

Moving into the next generation of computing, IT professionals face an increasingly complex set
of challenges and opportunities. Information technology is no longer an ancillary service in most
organizations; today it’s an integral part of the way business is done. In fact, organizations so
thoroughly depend on their IT infrastructure that it is no longer an exaggeration to say that they
bet their future every day on its quality: Its ability to keep their data safe and private, its ability
to remain available every working moment, and its ability to provide all the services and data the
organization needs — at the lowest possible cost.
Sun understands these challenges, and we are positioning ourselves to be the single best
source for IT organizations worldwide. We are absolutely committed to delivering technology
solutions that enable all our customers to deploy computing systems with maximum security
and relentless availability — at the lowest possible total cost. Our goal is to give our customers
the competitive advantage they’ll need in the new business cycle.
Nowhere is that commitment more apparent than in Sun’s ﬂagship software product, the
Solaris™ 10 Operating System (OS).
The operating system’s unique position in
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The Solaris 10 OS shows that innovation pays —
using technology to drive down cost, complexity,
and risk in the modern data center.

Using Instant Restart, each Solaris Container can be rebooted in just seconds, minimizing application downtime. Solaris Containers
simplify and accelerate consolidation, and
signiﬁcantly reduce system administration and
maintenance overhead.
Because Solaris Containers are enabled
entirely by software, they are platform independent, so they can be used on SPARC® or
x86-based 64-bit platforms — from the largest
servers all the way down to blades. Solaris
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Dynamic Tracing (DTrace) is a powerful
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• The x86 platform for low-cost 32-bit

The Solaris 10 OS: A Generation Ahead
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Because the Solaris OS is built from a

About Sun Microsystems, Inc.
Since its inception in 1982, customers have

To protect your software investment, Sun
continues to offer the Solaris Application

Serious Software Made Simple
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How to Get the Solaris 10 OS Today
The Solaris 10 OS is scheduled for release in

compatible.
Sun’s portfolio consists of Solaris and Linux

the ﬁrst quarter of 2005, but you can start

software for SPARC and x86 platforms, the N1

using it today through the Software Express

Grid platform for dynamic and utility computing,

program. Previews of the Solaris 10 OS are

and the Sun Java™ System — ﬁve integrated

available at sun.com/softwareexpress, with

software systems for the data center, the desk-

new updates made monthly as new features

top, the developer, mobile devices, and identity

are placed into the code base. You can down-

implementations.

load this early preview of the Solaris 10 OS, try
out the new features, see how it works in your
data center today, and be ready to go when
the software is released.

Learn More
Get the inside story on the trends and technologies shaping the future of computing by
signing up for the Sun Inner Circle program.
You’ll receive a monthly newsletter packed
with information, plus access to a wealth of
resources. Register today at sun.com/joinic.
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